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MUSIC  

 

EXTRACT FROM SPEECH, JANUARY 2017 

 

MAY: For too long, mental illness has been something of a 

hidden injustice in our country, shrouded in a completely unacceptable stigma and 

dangerously disregarded as a secondary issue to physical health, yet left unaddressed it 

destroys lives, separates people from each other and deepens the divisions within our society. 

 

GOLDBERG: Ever since Theresa May became Prime Minister, she’s 

been promising action on what she calls the burning injustice of inadequate mental health 

services.  Fine words.  But haven’t we been here before? 

 

EXTRACT FROM SPEECH 

 

CAMERON: And the number of people who suffer from poor 

mental health is much larger than many think.  The challenge is that all too often people are 

just left to get to crisis point.  We have got to get this right. 
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GOLDBERG: So, that’s the rhetoric – but what’s the reality?  Well, 

this week, two years after I investigated the state of adult mental health for File on 4, I’m 

returning to visit some of the people I met then to find out what - if anything - has changed.  

As I was making that programme, a tragedy was slowly unfolding in the Midlands. 

 

READER IN STUDIO: I just felt like I was a problem that needed to be solved 

or someone they just couldn’t get out the door quick enough.  They didn’t help or stop me 

and I can’t help myself.  All I ever wanted was help, and I can’t help myself.  And no one 

else will. 

 

GOLDBERG: These are the words of 19 year old Victoria Halliday, 

taken from her diary, which can now be heard, read by an actor, for the first time.  They 

capture what it’s like to be let down by mental health services.  Victoria died in July 2015, 

just a couple of months after I made my last programme on mental health.  Then, I identified 

too few beds and a lack of support in the community as key problems that needed to be 

addressed.  Both played their part in Victoria’s death.  Nigel Halliday has given his first 

interview about his daughter to this programme. He talked us through her illness from the 

beginning. 

  

HALLIDAY: When she was about 13 or 14, she just couldn’t seem 

to cope and then she started hurting herself and running off and then trying to kill herself. 

  

GOLDBERG: Victoria made several attempts to end her own life – 

but there were positive moments too.  She got a job, working for a housing association and, 

after spending time in a therapeutic children’s home, she moved into a flat attached to her 

parents’ house, where she lived independently.  But in early 2015, after a year of stability, 

Victoria’s mental health started to deteriorate.  She’d been diagnosed with a personality 

disorder, but her condition spiralled into something that seemed closer to psychosis. 

  

HALLIDAY: There were one incident where she were literally 

climbing up the wall. We say that metaphorically, no, she climbed up the corner of the wall 

and she were in her own flat and she were just smashing her head.  ‘Get the people out of me, 

get the people out of me!’  And the police used sufficient restraint to keep her safe and then, 

as soon as she calmed down, they let her go and she’d walk round her flat and then flare up 
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HALLIDAY cont: again.  That happened overnight and about 5 or 6 

o’clock in the morning she got up for work and went back to work. 

  

GOLDBERG: The chronology of the last three months of Victoria’s 

life make for harrowing reading.  She was admitted to the Bradgate Mental Health Unit in 

Leicester, from where she would regularly abscond.  A referral to a more specialist unit came 

to nothing.  Between May and July 2015, she was sectioned and detained under the Mental 

Health Act on five occasions after either attempting to take her own life or being identified as 

a suicide risk; yet she was also discharged five times.  Around this time, Victoria was hearing 

voices. 

  

HALLIDAY: That’s why she were going off on these missions, as 

she called it, but when you really pushed into it, these missions were to end her life.  When 

she did go on one of these missions, she’d be picked up somewhere else in the country 

because she’d climbed up the outside of a building, stood on the building.  The police were 

saying she were just vacant.  You could look straight into her eyes and she were just vacant. 

She’d be taken to the local hospital, they’d section her and then she’d be sent back to the 

Bradgate Unit and they’d let her go - sometimes the next day or the day after.  

  

GOLDBERG: At any point did Psychiatric Services, did the Bradgate 

Unit say, ‘This is a patient who needs to be kept in for their own safety for a longer period’? 

  

HALLIDAY: No, no. 

 

GOLDBERG: How do you feel she was treated by the Bradgate Unit? 

 

HALLIDAY: I think she, I got the impression she were just a number 

and how much that number cost, and they were trying to do it the cheapest way possible. 

  

GOLDBERG: How many times did she go missing? 

  

HALLIDAY: Ten times. 
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GOLDBERG: On 17
th

 July, Victoria was discharged from the 

Bradgate Unit for the final time. Twelve days later she went missing again. 

  

HALLIDAY: It were getting to the point where we were staying in 

the flat with her because she couldn’t sleep on her own because she was scared of all the 

voices.  The family took it in turns – my wife, me and my oldest daughter – to sleep in her 

flat with her, because she couldn’t sleep on her own.  And then the morning I went to work, I 

got back in the afternoon and she still wasn’t there, so I got the police out and that’s when the 

police put a search out and found her. 

  

GOLDBERG: And where was she and how was she? 

  

HALLIDAY: She’d hung herself at a place in the village.  It was, 

yes, it just, it’s hard to explain.  It just …  Well, it’s beyond explaining. 

  

GOLDBERG: Tragedies like Victoria’s explain why successive 

governments have been determined to grapple with the issue of mental health and underline 

why it’s vital that they succeed.  Her death exposed significant failings in care, and in a 

statement, the Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust, which runs the Bradgate Unit, said it 

wanted to extend its sympathy to Victoria’s family for their loss.  The Trust said: 

 

READER IN STUDIO: We apologise to the family that Victoria’s care fell 

short of the quality we want to provide.  As a Trust, we are determined to take every 

opportunity to improve our approach to supporting people whose needs, like Victoria’s, are 

very complex.  We have already taken a number of steps to address these challenges in a 

sustainable manner. 

 

GOLDBERG: The Trust was criticised by the Leicester Coroner, who 

wrote to them recommending ways in which future tragedies could be prevented.  Among the 

Coroner’s concerns was the absence of any intensive psychiatric care beds for women in 

Leicestershire.  But the scarcity of in-patient beds wasn’t just restricted to that part of the 

country. 
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EXTRACT FROM FILE ON 4 ARCHIVE  

 

GOLDBERG: What kind of patients are in here? 

 

EDELMAN: The patients on Finsbury ward are male patients, 

usually they’re suffering from psychotic disorders …  

 

GOLDBERG: Two years ago, Dr Katrin Edelman, a clinical director 

of the Barnet, Enfield and Haringey Mental Health Trust, showed me around St Anne’s 

Hospital in North London.  Her biggest struggle then – having more patients than beds. 

 

EDELMAN: On a daily basis, we have set up a military-style bed 

management operation, that’s the best way to describe it, so that every morning each ward 

has a sort of planning meeting, where possible people who can be discharged or sent on leave 

are discussed.  There’s then a trust-wide bed teleconference at 11 o clock every day and then 

another one at 3 o’clock in the afternoon. 

 

GOLDBERG: The story I heard at St Anne’s was a common one.  

Between 1998 and 2012, the NHS shed more than 15,000 in-patient mental health beds in 

England – a drop of 39% - but without any apparent uplift in provision for community 

psychiatric services.  But change was supposed to be on its way.  In 2012, the principle of 

what’s called Parity of Esteem was enshrined in law.  This required NHS England to work 

towards giving mental health equal priority to physical health.  So, two years on from my last 

trip to St Anne’s, will I notice the difference? 

 

ACTUALITY IN HOSPITAL 

 

GOLDBERG: So, where are we going now, Katrin? 

 

EDELMAN: We’re going to look at the plot of land outside where 

we’re hoping to build our new in-patient unit, hopefully starting next year, if all’s well. So 

it’s basically in this area here.  Largely that area, but also the wall will come down and it will 

spread a little bit over there, and it’s going to comprise of four wards. 
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GOLDBERG: So, Katrin, two years ago you described a military-

style bed management operation.  New beds then or the potential for new beds, that’s part of 

the solution to that problem? 

  

EDELMAN: Well, the new beds are actually going to be replacing our 

old beds, so it’s not actually going to be improving the situation, because our current wards are 

really pretty appalling, they’re not really fit for purpose.  I mean, they don’t have en suite 

bathrooms, there are three or four bathrooms for 19 beds, they’re just completely unsuitable 

environments for anybody to be in.  So the idea is that those wards are going to close down 

altogether and these four new wards are going to replace what we’re currently got. 

  

GOLDBERG: So, no net gain of beds? 

  

EDELMAN: I’m just thinking - at the moment we’ve got 50 beds on 

site and we might gain another three or four. 

  

GOLDBERG: But the military-style bed management operation won’t 

change.  Presumably you still have as much - or possibly even more - demand for beds in 

Haringey than you did two years ago? 

  

EDELMAN: Yes, I think that would be fair to say.  What we do 

know, along with you know the rest of the health service in the rest of the country, is that our 

rate of admission of patients who are detained under the Mental Health Act continues to 

increase. 

 

GOLDBERG: What else has happened in the last two years?  What’s 

happened to funding? 

  

EDELMAN: Well, the funding situation has remained as difficult as 

ever.  It’s no secret that the NHS overall is in a terrible state and we’re no different from most 

other organisations in that we’re having to make what are called efficiencies, or savings in the 

NHS, but which really amount to cuts.  And in Haringey we’re having to cut quite a 

substantial amount out of our budget.  So the funding situation is worse, I would say.   
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EDELMAN cont: Basically every division, I suppose, within the trust has 

got to make 4% so-called savings - including us. 

  

GOLDBERG: So how much does that amount to in total? 

  

EDELMAN: Ours are just over £800,000 in one year. 

  

GOLDBERG: The theory is though that as fewer patients are treated 

as in-patients, more will be supported in the community. 

  

EDELMAN: Yes.  If you’re going to reduce the in-patient base, you 

would want to increase the resources for people in the community, but we’ve actually seen 

cuts in both. 

  

GOLDBERG: And that trend isn’t restricted to Barnet, Enfield and 

Haringey.  Unpublished figures seen exclusively by this programme show that in-patient 

psychiatric beds and community support have continued to fall across the country.  The data 

comes from the Centre For Mental Health, an independent think tank using information 

supplied by every adult mental health service in England and Wales for the five years to April 

2016.  Andy Bell is their Deputy Chief Executive. 

 

BELL: Acute in-patient beds are places that people get 

admitted to, either voluntarily or under the Mental Health Act when they’re in a crisis, when 

they need hospital care for a mental health condition.  And what we’ve found, that since 

about 2012, the number of those beds has decreased by about 18%, the number of staff in 

them has decreased a little more at about 20%, and that’s a continuation of a pattern that 

we’ve been seeing for many years previous as well.  In the last year there was a slight 

increase in the number of beds, but we don’t know yet whether that is a beginning of a 

change or whether that’s a one-off thing for last year.  We know that more than nine out of 

ten beds is currently occupied at any one time, and this is a cause for concern, because we 

know that the safe bed occupancy guidance from the Royal College of Psychiatrists says it 

shouldn’t really go above 85%. 
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GOLDBERG: What is the scale of the reduction of community 

services? 

 

BELL: I think with community services, the picture is much 

more mixed across the country.  Some areas have invested in more and different community 

services.  Others have disinvested.  Overall, there are fewer staff, there are fewer people who 

are accepted on the caseloads, as the term goes, for those teams, so who are accepted by those 

teams as someone they’re going to support, and there are fewer contacts as well, so they have 

less contact with people.  And it’s gone down by roughly 7% in all of those.  

 

GOLDBERG: So, despite promises to the contrary, the trend I 

uncovered in 2015 continues - fewer in-patient beds, less community support.  But there’s 

new element as well - a ground-breaking plan aimed at transforming psychiatric services and 

achieving - yes - Parity of Esteem. 

 

ACTUALITY IN OFFICE 

 

GOLDBERG: Hello Paul.  Adrian Goldberg from Radio 4. 

 

FARMER: Hello Adrian, how are you? 

 

GOLDBERG: How are you? 

 

FARMER: Nice to meet you in the flesh, as it were. 

 

GOLDBERG: Nice to see you. 

Paul Farmer is Chief Executive of the mental health charity, MIND.  He was chair of the 

Mental Health Taskforce, which was involved in creating the Five Year Forward View on 

Mental Health - swiftly adopted as policy by NHS England.  He’s now Chair of the 

independent panel that oversees delivery of the plan. 

 

FARMER: There was a really heartfelt desire to shift from this 

sense that mental health has forever been the Cinderella of the NHS, it’s, whenever there’ve 

been reductions in budgets it’s always mental health that has taken the hit.  We wanted to 
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FARMER cont: reflect the change in attitude inside the system and say, 

we now need to think differently - as a NHS, as a set of public services – we need to think 

differently about the way in which mental health services are provided in which people are 

supported.  We need to set a proper set of ambitions about crisis care, we need to think about 

how you support people in working age who need help and support to stay in work.  We need 

to set new ambitions about this and from a very low baseline to something that will get closer 

to the kind of experiences that we all have with our physical health.  

  

GOLDBERG: How important was money towards solving those 

problems? 

  

FARMER: Well, I think we were very clear in the work of the 

taskforce, that you do need a significant level of investment in mental health services.  And 

what we saw, of course, was that there are some areas where we have seen that, so expansion 

of psychological therapy services over the last ten years now means that many more people 

do have access to that, you know?  Hundreds of thousands of people a year are able to do 

that.  But that there hadn’t been a systematic look across the piece, thinking about how do 

you really deliver change in a number of different areas, so, embedded inside this Five Year 

Forward View is a commitment that by 2021 there will be £1 billion extra for mental health 

services being spent to support one million extra people getting access to that help and 

support. 

 

GOLDBERG: When the report was published, the then Prime 

Minister, David Cameron, quickly endorsed it. 

 

ARCHIVE RECORDING 

 

CAMERON: It is a very powerful report and it shows how much 

more we need to do.  And yes, we should be frank.  You know, we’ve not done enough to end 

the stigma of mental health.  We’ve focused a lot on physical health and we haven’t, as a 

country, as a nation, focused enough on mental health.  Now that is changing. 
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GOLDBERG: To back up the Prime Minister’s words, in July 2016, an 

implementation plan was published.  And, at a time when the Health Service was receiving an 

above inflation annual settlement, NHS England said it expected mental health to receive its 

fair share of the extra income.  But that’s not always how it turned out.  How come?  Well, 

NHS England gets £107 billion a year from the Department of Health, but then hands much of 

it over to locally based Clinical Commissioning Groups.  And it’s these CCGs who commission 

and pay for the delivery of services on the ground.  And sometimes, mental health isn’t 

regarded as a priority. Anita Charlesworth is from the Health Foundation think tank. 

  

CHARLESWORTH: When we look at their plans for the financial year 

2016/17, at the beginning of that year, those Clinical Commissioning Groups saw their 

funding increase by 2.3% above inflation.  So, if they were fulfilling that Parity of Esteem 

commitment, they would have increased mental health spending by 2.3% in real terms.  In 

fact, what we find is that a fifth of Clinical Commissioning Groups weren’t even planning to 

fulfil that commitment.  I think the real worry is that 2016/17 turned out to be much tougher 

for the NHS than was envisaged at that planning stage, so a large number of hospitals are still 

running a deficit and Clinical Commissioning Groups were really struggling to fulfil all of 

their commitments, and the fear is that with a really difficult winter that people may well 

remember with hospitals full, A&E departments struggling to meet their four-hour target, that 

once again the NHS had to raid the mental health budget to meet those very pressing and 

understandable needs on the system in a difficult winter.  

 

GOLDBERG: So we have the rhetoric of Parity of Esteem.  You’re 

saying that, on the ground, very often, that is sacrificed in order to meet the daily running 

costs of A&E departments under extreme pressure. 

  

CHARLESWORTH: Absolutely.  That is exactly what is happening.  Local 

NHS leaders are often between a rock and a hard place.  They know that if they can invest in 

preventative community-based services, that is better for patients and that is better in the end 

for the efficiency of our system.  And they’re stuck at the moment with such tight budgets, 

where they can’t make the investment, and that’s not evenly distributed across the country.  

Greater Manchester is planning to increase its spending on mental health in line with its 

overall budget, but when we look at the South West, almost half of Clinical Commissioning 

Groups are not planning for mental health spending to rise in line with their overall budget. 
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GOLDBERG: As if to emphasise the financial pressures in the South 

West mentioned by Anita Charlesworth, Kernow Clinical Commissioning Group in Cornwall 

ended the last financial year with a cumulative deficit of £54 million.  It was against this 

challenging backdrop that 18 year old Courtney Smith from Truro died in February.  Her 

mum, Pam Smith, told me why she felt let down by mental health services. 

 

SMITH:  Courtney was amazing.  She was bubbly, outgoing.  

She enjoyed life, she was like any other 18 year old, you know.  She enjoyed getting ready to 

go out, messing with her mates, shopping, make-up, plenty of friends, and really enjoyed life, 

to be honest.  She’s a beautiful girl.  When she hit high school age, she thought everybody 

was talking about her.  Very paranoid. wouldn’t take her clothes off to bath.  She stayed in a 

lot, she’d become very moody.  Towards her getting a diagnosis, she was quite manic, to be 

honest with you, and quite harmful sometimes to her siblings and me and herself, she could 

be. And it was when Courtney went to stay with her aunty in London that my sister took her 

to the doctor’s surgery and Courtney was put under a section of the Mental Health Act there 

and then. 

 

GOLDBERG: Courtney eventually returned to Cornwall, but Pam 

says on Christmas Eve her daughter had another crisis. 

 

SMITH: I called them out to assess her because her behaviour 

was so outrageous and I was worried.  I had to go to my local shop to ask them to stop selling 

her paracetamol.  She abused her tablets all the time and I was so worried that she was, the 

amount she had taken.  

 

GOLDBERG: Courtney was sectioned again, and in mid-February her 

health declined rapidly. 

  

SMITH: On the Thursday, Courtney went to Longreach Hospital 

in Redruth.  On the Friday she collapsed and went to - sorry - and went to Treliske Hospital, 

and then from Treliske Hospital she went to King’s College and she passed in King’s College 

on Sunday.  I didn’t know Courtney was seriously ill, in a coma, or anything. I had no phone 

calls from Bodmin, no phone calls from Longreach.  She done that journey to London by 

herself, dying, and I didn’t find out until my daughter had passed on Sunday night. 
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GOLDBERG: The Cornwall Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, who 

cared for Courtney, have told us that she was on the lowest form of observation - Level 1 - 

where she was meant to be monitored by staff at least once an hour.  At the top of the scale is 

Level 4 observation, where patients are under round the clock supervision and within arm’s 

length of a staff member.  It begs the question of why a young woman with an apparent 

history of drug abuse was placed at the lowest level of monitoring.  The circumstances 

surrounding Courtney’s death will be established at an inquest in the coming months, but the 

initial evidence suggests she died following an overdose. 

   

SMITH: I’m disgusted.  I am disgusted.  She was there for this 

reason, she was there for this reason.  It should’ve never been allowed to happen.  Never.  

She shouldn’t have even had access to any medication, let alone paracetamol, when she self-

harmed with paracetamol.  But she loved life, she was beautiful, she loved life, she wouldn’t 

have wanted to do this to herself. 

  

GOLDBERG: We contacted the Cornwall Partnership NHS 

Foundation Trust about Courtney’s death.  They told us:   

 

READER IN STUDIO: Our deepest sympathy and condolences go to 

Courtney’s family and friends during this very sad time. We are very sorry for the distress 

and suffering caused by her death.  We have undertaken a thorough internal investigation and 

will offer to personally meet with her family to discuss this in more detail.  All aspects of 

Courtney’s care and treatment will be reviewed during a Coroner’s inquest.  In light of this, 

we are unable to comment further at this time. 

 

GOLDBERG: As for the Kernow Clinical Commissioning Group, 

they admit they’re still spending more on health services than the money they receive, but say 

they are aiming to become more cost effective and will continue to make targeted investment 

in mental health services.  Even so, this bleak financial background doesn’t sound much like 

the brave new world of equality promised in the Five Year View.  The Government might say 

more money is being made available than ever before for mental health, but not all of it is 

getting through to the front line.  Couldn’t they have just ring-fenced it?  Anita Charlesworth 

from the Health Foundation again. 
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CHARLESWORTH: A number of years ago, there was a commitment to 

invest in so-called talking therapies for people with more common mental health problems 

such as depression and there, to really kick-start that, the Government did ring-fence that 

money and that has led to a big increase in people’s access to talking therapies.  So they 

could ring-fence it and they have chosen not to ring-fence it and that in itself is a very 

important decision.  But underlying this is the reality that if we want mental health services to 

have genuine Parity of Esteem with physical health services, we almost certainly need to 

spend more on the health service than the Government is currently planning.  Alternatively, 

we ring-fence the mental health budget.  That may help mental health, but that means we’ve 

got to cut somewhere else and that will involve some really difficult decisions as well. 

 

GOLDBERG: In the meantime, it’s not just patients who are feeling 

the pressure.  So too are staff.  For my last report on mental health, I spoke to Emma Corlett - 

a mental health nurse in Norwich and a Unison rep.  This was Emma two years ago.  She 

talked then about colleagues walking into work and facing intolerable pressures. 

 

ARCHIVE RECORDING OF FILE ON 4 

  

CORLETT: In my sixteen years of working as a mental health 

nurse, I’ve had the misfortune of having to attend Coroners’ court twice.  I’ve had colleagues 

who have had to go five times in the last year.  There are not enough of us to see the number 

of people that need our help. 

  

GOLDBERG: So Emma, we last spoke two years ago.  What has 

happened since then to you? 

  

CORLETT: For me personally, I resigned from my job as a mental 

health nurse in April last year. 

  

GOLDBERG: What were the concerns that made you quit? 

  

CORLETT: It was exhausting, campaigning and trying to expose 

what was happening.  And I’ve always prided myself on working in services that I’d be 

happy for any member of my family to be cared for in, and I certainly wasn’t feeling that.  
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CORLETT cont: I was worried about safety.  The very act of continuing 

to walk through the door made me feel complicit with the poor care and dangerous 

circumstances that people were being left in.  I take my hat off to my former colleagues – 

they are absolutely doing their best, but their caseloads are still too high.  If they’re really 

worried about the safety of somebody on their caseload, it’s really difficult for them to either 

arrange a Mental Health Act assessment or find a bed if they need one or get a referral into 

the crisis team, because the crisis teams are all so overwhelmed.  I was seeing colleagues in 

tears on a regular basis and I just decided that I just couldn’t do it anymore, so I left the job 

that I had loved for 17 years and I made the difficult decision to walk away.  

  

GOLDBERG: Michael Scott, the Chief Executive of the Norfolk and 

Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust, told us that much has changed and improved since Emma left 

14 months ago.  He said that the regulator, the Care Quality Commission, commented on the 

Trust’s ‘significant progress’ and recommended last October that the Trust be removed from 

special measures.  Yet, during the making of this programme, we’ve been hearing accounts 

from frontline mental health nurses in other parts of the country - including the south coast, 

the North West and London - which sound all too similar to what Emma was saying to us two 

years ago.  They describe a service at breaking point.  Just listen to this nurse.  We’ll call him 

Billy.  He works on a Mental Health Crisis Team – called in when patients in the community 

are in distress.  Billy and his colleagues make decisions on whether to admit to hospital.  His 

words are spoken by an actor to protect his identity. 

  

BILLY: We’re getting referrals coming in left, right and centre, 

and that’s from GP surgeries and other mental health teams referring to us.  To give you an 

idea, a few years ago we’d probably run on four referrals a day; now we run 16 referrals a 

day. All of these technically are supposed to be a four hour urgent response, which we’re 

unable to do.  The best we can do is to make telephone contact within those four hours.  

That’s putting a lot of pressure on us.  We’re the bed keepers and that role basically entails, 

even if one of my colleagues in the community sees one of their patients that they know very 

well and they refer for a bed, we have to go and reassess that patient to see if they really, 

really need that bed. It’s a ludicrous situation, that you’re going out again and wasting 

valuable time and it’s all about beds.  It’s a constant barrage.  There was a radical design a 

few years back where lots of people left or were made redundant and it just cut our services 
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BILLY cont: to pieces.  The impact of that has been that we’re 

relying on agency nurses to cover the wards.  We were just decimated.  A mental health unit, 

you’re unable to deliver anything. 

 

GOLDBERG: Should we really be so surprised by all this?  The 

number of qualified mental health nurses working for the NHS England declined at a rate of 

around a thousand a year between 2010 and 2015 - down from more than 45,000 to fewer 

than 39,000.  And we can reveal that there are fewer mental health nurses employed within 

the NHS now than there were when the Five Year Plan was published last year.  So how can 

we measure the progress of the plan - and the path towards Parity of Esteem?  Well, one key 

target the Government identified was to phase out the practice of sending mental health 

patients sometimes hundreds of miles away from family and friends for treatment - what are 

known as out of area placements.  Lord Crisp is a former Chief Executive of the NHS.  He 

carried out his own assessment of in-patient care in 2016 for the Royal College of 

Psychiatrists. 

 

CRISP: The problem with out of area placements is two-fold 

really.  Firstly, it’s not good for the patient to be taken somewhere else, and it’s certainly 

terrible for their relatives and friends, who won’t be able to visit them, so they become 

isolated – or more isolated than they’ve been, and taken out of their situation.  But the second 

issue is their care tends to be poorer, and the reason their care tends to be poorer is if you 

happen to be in a hospital 150 miles away from your local social services department, the 

liaison between the hospital and the local social services department isn’t as good, and we 

said that that needed to stop, and we proposed that there was a phasing in period, but that 

over a period of two years, all long distance transfers, by which we said out of the area, out of 

the normal catchment area, should be stopped within two years.  That was perfectly possible 

to do, because there were trusts that had already done it. 

 

GOLDBERG: Lord Crisp recommended that the practice of sending 

acutely ill patients long distances for treatment should be phased out by October this year.    

But we’ve analysed figures published online by the NHS.  They show that using the 

Government’s own definition, more than 3,500 mental health patients have been sent out of 

area for treatments over the last six months alone.  The stats are only a snapshot, but they 

echo recent findings by the British Medical Association, which show a 40% increase in out of 
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GOLDBERG cont: area placements over three years.  In some areas, like 

Sheffield, patients are no longer placed out of area at all.  But overall, the situation seems to 

be getting worse.  Whatever happened to Lord Crisp’s recommendation? 

 

CRISP: So, instead of accepting our timetable, which would 

have been the end of this year, they’re actually not going to do it until 2020/21.  Now I think 

that’s absurd, because actually nobody will start planning it until 2019, and because other 

people have already done it, I think it would be capable for all the trusts in the country to do 

it, and I think the pressure should have been kept on.  I’d have preferred them to say doing it 

straightaway.  What they’ve done … 

 

GOLDBERG: Are you worried they might be kicking it into the long 

grass and they might never get round to it? 

 

CRISP: Well, it is kicking it into the long grass and the 

pressure needs to be kept up by programmes such as yours and indeed by my asking 

questions.  I am shocked to hear that the out of area placements is rising.  There’s been a lot 

of political pressure around this.  There’s been a lot of publicity from yourselves and others, 

and it is time that this is given proper priority. 

 

GOLDBERG: Professor Louis Appleby from Manchester University 

spent a decade as the Government’s first mental health czar.  He now advises them on how to 

reduce suicide rates.  He says that if the number of people receiving mental health services 

out of area is going up, that’s a big concern. 

 

APPLEBY: In some ways, the out of area placements become 

emblematic of pressure on the system as a whole.  Being ill and admitted away from home, 

away from family is obviously distressing, it’s not a humane way to treat people and it’s not 

safe, or as safe as mental health care locally, because you have to then be discharged and 

you’re discharged back to a local service that hasn’t provided your in-patient admission. 

 

GOLDBERG: So is there evidence that patients more often come to 

harm if they have in-patient care out of their local area? 
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APPLEBY: It’s difficult to get conclusive proof of that, but the 

time when patients are at their maximum risk of suicide is when they’re first discharged from 

hospital.  You might think that would be a time of recovery, but in fact it is the time when 

people return to their normal lives and sometimes that’s a very stressful thing to happen, so 

it’s a time of maximum risk, those first few days out of hospital.  And of course, handling 

that period well, handling that transition from hospital to community well, means services 

working closely together, and if your in-patient service is a long way, maybe hundreds of 

miles from your community service, then that breaks down the link between the services that 

you need to keep you safe. 

 

GOLDBERG: The Department of Health told us it is committed to 

ending out of area placements by 2020 and said that last year a record £11.5 billion was spent 

on mental health.  NHS England told us that around 120,000 more people are now getting 

mental health care than three years ago.  There will be expanded crisis teams and home 

treatment teams, with more money for mental health services in GP practices and A&E 

departments.   [MUSIC]  Yet back in Leicester, two years on from Victoria Halliday’s death, 

there are still no intensive in-patient psychiatric care beds for women, despite a Coroner 

saying this would be one way to save lives in future. 

 

READER IN STUDIO: Everyone should be entitled to the same level of care. 

All hospitals should be brought up to the same standard so patients feel that people actually 

care. 

 

GOLDBERG: The local Clinical Commissioning Group written to by 

the Coroner says there are currently no providers who can offer in-patient beds for women, 

but they hope to have places available by the end of the year.  If nothing else, that underlines 

the scale of the challenge faced in achieving the targets set out in the Five Year Forward 

View on mental health.  Can we really hope to bridge the gap between mental and physical 

health and achieve the much vaunted target of Parity of Esteem within just five years? 

Paul Farmer should know.  He helped draw up the original plan and now chairs the group that 

monitors its progress. 
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FARMER: Is it going to achieve Parity of Esteem?  No, and I’ve 

been very clear that it’s not going to achieve Parity of Esteem, and the reason for that is 

because we’re starting from such a low baseline.  In my view, we’re embarking on a 10 to 15 

year transformation programme for mental health services.  That’s the timeline that we need 

to be thinking about, and that’s because successive governments over successive years 

haven’t given the priority to mental health that it is now beginning to get. 

  

GOLDBERG:  You accept, though, that Parity of Esteem – much 

talked about - will not be achieved within the period of the Five Year Forward View? 

 

FARMER: There’s no doubt that when we talk about Parity of 

Esteem, we’re talking about equal access for mental health services as we think about for our 

physical health services. Now, unless physical health services get significantly worse, that 

parity won’t be achieved in the course of the next four to five years, and I think it’s very 

important that we’re open about that. 


